
Training: 
Your Value  

Proposition



Value is in the eye of 
the beholder.



What Event Planners Say 
about Value…

“It is important to look at your talk through the 
lens of our audience to see the value.”  
—Matthew

“Attention span is small…broad is not good. Show 
us how your talk is actionable with three really 
important things and what the means for the 
audience.”  
—Jessica



Value must  
be clearly stated. 

1 The Principles of  
a Powerful Value Proposition

Value must NOT be inferred.



Value is about 
 THEM. 
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Value is NOT about you  
and your awesomeness.

The Principles of  
a Powerful Value Proposition



Value is defined,  
 then it is refined. 
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Value is NOT static.

The Principles of  
a Powerful Value Proposition



Writing Your Speech Starts with… 

Big Idea

Promise

Consequences

Results



Shattering  
Common  

Belief 
Examples:

“Waiting to be discovered.”
“Sales is something you do to someone.”

“Content is King.”



Struggle 

Discovery 

Results 

Why You 

Core Components of Value…



Struggle 

1. Common Symptoms 
2. Common Issues 
3. Myths 
4. Consequences 
5. Data 
6. Sources 



Discovery 

1. Big Idea 

2. Promise 

3. Turning Point



Results 

1. Pay Off 

2. Examples 

3. Impact



1. Unique is better than better  

2. Previous experience with 
similar audience

Why You 



• Headline — What is the end-benefit you’re offering, 
in a short sentence. Attention grabber. 

• 2-3 sentence paragraph — A specific explanation of 
what you do/offer, for whom and why is it useful. 

• 3 bullet points — List the key benefits (and benefits 
of the benefits). 

• Visual — Images communicate much faster than 
words. (Data or metaphor)

Your Value Proposition



BECOME THE CHOICE, NOT JUST A CHOICE

Stand Out in a Highly Competitive Market is the Future of Sales and Marketing

In this speech, I share the mega trend impacting company growth worldwide. It is the fight for 
ATTENTION. We all crave attention. Attention is the new business currency. Millions of messages 
come at us faster than ever before, and it confuses the average prospect.

If you are in a highly competitive service-based business, you want your message to be heard. No, 
wait…you NEED your message to be heard. It is what makes the difference between sustainable 
success and stagnation.

In this signature talk, I show CEOs, business owners, and their leadership teams how to:

• Stand out from the white noise of the competition

• Build deep trust by establishing yourself as a credible expert

• Develop the mindset and skill set needed to move beyond your comfort zone and accelerate your 
personal and professional growth

Example:  Be The Choice, Not at Choice

Proposal to Speak at Conference for SEO Companies

Good



BECOME THE CHOICE, NOT JUST A CHOICE

Helping SEO Companies Stand Out in a Highly Competitive Market 

There is a mega trend impacting company growth worldwide. It is the fight for ATTENTION. We all 
crave attention. Attention is the new business currency. Millions of messages come at us faster 
than ever before, and it confuses the average prospect when selecting an SEO vendor.

If you are an SEO company, you want your message to be heard. No, wait…you NEED your 
message to be heard. It is what makes the difference between sustainable success and 
stagnation.

In this signature talk, I show CEOs, business owners, and their leadership teams how to:

• Stand out from the white noise of the competition

• Build deep trust by establishing yourself as a credible expert

• Develop the mindset and skill set needed to move beyond your comfort zone and accelerate your 
personal and professional growth

Example:  Be The Choice, Not at Choice

Proposal to Speak at Conference for SEO Companies

Better



Too many SEO companies struggle to differentiate from the 
competition

The common habit among SEO companies is to wait to be discovered. This belief 
needs to be shattered if they want rapid growth for their businesses. I want them to 
see a clearer future and a way to get there using a unique way of standing out. This 
speech gives actionable insights (not just packed with information), so they can 
accelerate authority and increase income at the same time. 

• This talk is based on the over 260 interviews on my podcast and my work with many SEO 
companies.

• If you want a preview of the speech "Be THE Choice, Not Just A Choice," you can check 
out the training I did last month for Tony Robbin's Business Mastery clients. 

• All speeches are unique so don't think I will "phone it in.”

One example that I share in the speech is a SEO company that struggled to grow and applying 
the principles provided in the talk that company was able to grow more than 431% in one year. 

Example:  Be The Choice, Not at Choice

Proposal to Speak at Conference for SEO Companies

Best



Test Your Value 
Proposition 

Value is defined, then it is refined.


